Probing modifications of cortical excitability during stroke recovery with navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation.
To follow cortical excitability changes during recovery from stroke with navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS), in particular, to characterize changes of short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and intracortical facilitation (ICF), to correlate them with recovery of upper extremity function, and to detect possible shifts of cortical hand representations. Single and paired pulse nTMS were delivered to the hemisphere with infarction and to the hemisphere without infarction in 14 first-ever stroke patients at 1 (T1) and 3 months (T2) after stroke. Electromyographic responses to nTMS stimulation were recorded from the first dorsal interosseus muscles. nTMS was used to ensure an accurate coil repositioning in repeated measurements. Hand function recovery was clinically evaluated using the Action Research Arm Test (ARAT) and 9-hole peg test (9-HPT). SICI and ICF were modulated in both hemispheres during recovery. Inhibition in the hemisphere without infarction correlated significantly with the affected hand performance at T2; stronger disinhibition (poor inhibition) was associated with worse hand performance. Location of hand muscle representations was shifted in 3 well-recovered patients out of 14 patients at T2. In line with earlier studies, disinhibition in the hemisphere without infarction may be related to poor recovery of the affected hand. Usage of the affected hand during stroke recovery seems to influence these cortical excitability changes. nTMS is a valuable tool for tracking muscle cortical representation changes during brain reorganization.